
MEET THE CHARACTERS 
The Neverending Story

Jake Runeckles
Bastian  
A 10-year-old boy who is bullied at school and finds 
comfort in books.

Sean Arbuckle
Gmork (both human and werewolf versions)
The main villain of the story, he is represented in the real 
world as a human and in the book as a werewolf.

Urgl and Engywook
A husband-and-wife team of gnomes who constantly 
argue. Engywook is a research scientist. Urgl helps heal 
Atreyu and Falkor after they are stung by Ygramul.

Tim Campbell
Bastian’s Father  
He is grieving the death of his wife.

Traveller  
A character who lives in the Singing Tree country.

Each actor in the show plays multiple characters. Sometimes you won’t see an actor’s face or body at 
all, because they are manipulating parts of the puppets that appear on stage. The character descriptions 
below include only each actor’s full roles, vocal and/or visual, not ones in which they’re just helping to 
operate a creature.

Qasim Khan
Atreyu  
A young warrior hunting the purple buffalo, 
accompanied by his horse, Artax. He has been chosen 
to go on the great quest.



Ijeoma Emesowum 
Maya 
An evil queen who is ruler over many dark creatures, 
including her Spooks. She aids Gmork in his evil doings.

Laura Condlln  
Ygramul
A villain in the form of a massive spider who captures Falkor 
and pulls off his wings. Ygramul stings Atreyu and Falkor.

Chancellor
A person summoned to help find a cure for the Childlike 
Empress. She and Cairon give the Auryn to Atreyu to 
protect him on his journey. She doubts Atreyu’s strength 
and ability to complete the quest.

Kim Horsman  
Morla 
A giant, grumpy tortoise who lives in the Swamp of 
Sadness. Also known as the Ancient One.

Sassafranian Child
A creature that is born old and grows young. She looks 
like she is the parent but she is actually the child.

Andrew Iles
Bully  
A bully who picks on Bastian at school.



Jennifer Rider-Shaw 
Uyulala  
A mysterious, all-knowing being who is protected by 
three gates. She is depicted through a large sheet of 
fabric with lights and movement. She communicates 
through rhyming only. 

Sassafranian Adult  
A creature that is born old and grows young. She looks 
like she is the child but she is actually the parent.

Andrew Robinson  
Artax  
Atreyu’s faithful horse. He dies in the Swamp of Sadness 
but is brought back to life at the end of the play.

Bully  
A bully who picks on Bastian at school.

Roy Lewis 
Conrad Carl Coreander
An old curmudgeon who owns the bookstore that Bastian 
hides in at the beginning of the story. He allows Bastian 
the opportunity to make off with the book called The 
Neverending Story.

Cairon
A creature summoned to help find a cure for the Childlike 
Empress. He and the Chancellor give the Auryn to Atreyu 
to protect him on his journey. He doubts Atreyu’s strength 
and ability to complete the quest.

Sassafranian Child
A creature that is born old and grows young. He looks 
like he is the parent but he is actually the child.

Rylan Wilkie 
Falkor  
A luck dragon who helps Atreyu on his journey. Falkor’s 
wings are pulled off by Ygramul so he can’t escape 
her poison.



Katelyn McCulloch 
Bully
A bully who picks on Bastian at school.

Traveller
A character who lives in the Singing Tree country.
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Mamie Zwettler
Childlike Empress
She is the monarch of Fantastica. If she is not given 
a new name by a human child, the Nothing will take 
over Fantastica and completely destroy everything and 
everyone who lives there.


